GO WILD CAMP: A WILDERNESS
SUMMER ADVENTURE
Catalan Pyrenees, July 2022
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GO WILD CAMP: A WILDERNESS SUMMER EXPERIENCE
EWES offers you in cooperation with The Rewild Journey, an
unique wilderness immersion experience in the beautiful CadíMoixeró Natural Park (Catalan Pyrenees). The participants
between 8 and 14 years of age will experience a week full of
memorable and vital moments. The English or Spanish/Catalan
speaking guides will create an atmosphere of safety and support
for the participants to fully experience the outdoors while
comforting July summer weather will allow us to have a variety
of adventures, including a unique two-day hike stepping into the
magic learning zone of the unknown wilderness.
The participants will learn to deal with new situations, how to
improvise and discover new capacities to manage optimally and
easily the unexpected. The facilitation to experience a deep
connection with nature and its rhythm, added to the fact of
leaving everything that distracts their attention from being
present like mobile phones, watches, etc., will allow the
participant to experience a state of flow and a sense of
grounding into the present moment.
Finally, through this experience we share seeds of environmental
awareness and positive energy because we believe in the
potential and magnificence of every being and that going step by
step we can create a better world in much more harmony with
ourselves and with nature.
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LEARNING OBJECTIVES

01

Awareness and consciousness on
personal growth

02

Natural leadership and self/group-care

03

Get to know and live with the group

04

Create a commitment and
responsibility during the week

05

Develop survival and outdoor skills:
fire, shelter, orientation, flora and
fauna, building a camp…

06

Cooperate and collaborate in some
daily camp tasks

07

Deal and manage optimally with
uncertainty and expand the comfort
zone through group challenges

08

Generate environmental awareness
through
different
sustainable
dynamics

09

Know the biodiversity and the
ecosystem of the Cadí-Moixeró
Natural Park

10

Immerse in a wilderness and rewilding
experience
to
strengthen
the
connection with nature

11

Learn to be in the spare-time:
creativity, imagination, construction…

12

Enhance the curiosity, fun and
friendship

take
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WHERE?

Natural Park Cadí-Moixeró
Near Estana, Catalan Pyrenees
Catalonia, Spain

DETAILED INFORMATION
Duration:
6 days/camp (from Sunday to Friday)
Minimum requirements:
8-14 years of age, strong motivation
Minimum/maximum of
participants:
10/18
Inscription deadline:
31 of May 2022

Dates 2022:
Group 1:
Group 2:
Group 3:
Group 4:

3-8th July
10-15th July
17-22th July
24-29th July

Language:
Group 1-2: Spanish/Catalan
Group 3-4: English
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COURSE STRUCTURE

1

Sunday: The Adventure begins

2

Monday: Grounding and survival experience

In the campsite and surroundings.

Welcome & introduction, discovering the place, cohesion
and building the camp.

DAY

In the campsite and surroundings.

Intention & commitment, grounding to nature, shelter and
night challenge.

DAY

3

Tuesday: Survival experience and preparation
In the campsite and surroundings.

Chronology of fire, environmental awareness, route
planning and self-management.

DAY

4

Wednesday: Hiking through beauty landscapes

5

Thursday: We achieved it

Route sleeping with our shelter.

Start of the route, flora and fauna, shelter sleeping
experience.

DAY

In the route and campsite.

End of the route, unpackaging & packaging, final check
out, music & storytelling.

DAY

6

Friday: The end of the adventure

DAY

Campsite and surroundings.

Zoonin in, closing ceremony in nature, welcoming and
shared snack with families.

Experience fee:

€650 per person
Services INCLUDED:

Services NOT INCLUDED:

• Accommodation in tents

• Transportation to and from destination

• Healthy and balanced food

• Personal expenses if any

• Activity materials

• Individual material (specified in the gear guide)

• Guide team 24h (Maximum ratio 1:5)
• Gear guide
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PROJECT PARTNERS
European Wilderness Education School (EWES)
We believe all life on earth is connected. We are one. . . we are
nature. We are co-creating a world in which all beings are
connected to everyone and everything. We do this by creating
experiences of being and learning in nature and inspiring to lead
and live from that wisdom. The experience of our guides and
experts allow us to explore to the edge within a caring and
empowering environment and the best safety standards
framework. After fifteen years learning, growing and evolving,
EWES has transformed into an intentional community of
purpose driven, committed, passionate individuals who thrive in
the knowledge, a continuous pursuit for genuine growth and
evolution targeting health, awareness, and most of all joy for life.
Association EWES is a training institute certified by the
Wilderness Guides Association (WGA) and accredited by the
Institute of Professional Education of La Pobla de Segur in
Catalunya.
www.ewes.earth

The Rewild Journey
The Rewild Journey is an emerging project that offers
experiences and deep learnings in the wilderness, the perfect
space to integrate the three pillars that supports it: Connection
with oneself, the group and nature; Adventure and survival skills;
Environmental awareness.
Our mission and intention is generate a positive impact on the
people that facilitates and motivates them to be an adding
energy in the transformation towards a more sustainable,
empowered, harmonious, cooperative, healthy and happy Planet
Earth.
www.instagram.com/therewildjourney
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MEET THE INSTRUCTORS...
Ferran Cardeña
Founder The Rewild Journey.
Agro-environmental and Landscape Engineer, Mid-mountain Guide,
Wilderness Guide and Forest Bathing Guide.
Enthusiastic, adventurous, wild and climber. Main guide and
coordinator of the project.

Bernat Codern
Wilderness Guide, Certified in Survival and Bushcraft, Certified in
Wilderness Advanced First Aid and Carpenter by profession.
Naturist, decisive and affectionate. Guide and specialist in wood
construction.

Mònica Cardeña
High School Geographer teacher, Director of outdoor activities, Midmountain Guide and Master's degree in Attention to Diversity.
Cheerful, sweet, nature lover and mountaineer. Guide and specialist
in biodiversity and knowledge of the environment.

Albert Vila
One of the best survival and bushcraft instructors in Spain, Midmountain Guide and Wilderness Guide.
Detailed, erudite, authentic and wild. Precise specialist in survival
and bushcraft.
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WE ARE

Creating experiences of
Being and learning in
nature

This experience borns from a vision shared by EWES and The Rewild Journey,
where through the union the most valuable and characteristic of each project will be given.
We believe all life on earth is connected. We

are one. . . we are nature.

We are co-creating a world in which all beings are connected to everyone and everything.
We do this by creating experiences of being

and learning in nature and inspiring to lead and live from that wisdom.

The experience of our guides and experts allow us to explore to the edge within a caring

and empowering

environment and the best safety standards framework.
After fifteen years learning, growing and evolving EWES has transformed into an intentional community of
purpose driven, committed, passionate individuals who thrive in the knowledge, a continuous pursuit for genuine growth
and evolution targeting health, awareness, and most of all joy for life.
Dare to join us on this wonderful journey. . .

Association EWES is an trainings institute certified by the Wilderness Guides Association (WGA)
and accredited by the Institute of Profesional Education of La Pobla de Segur in Catalunya.

CONTACT INFORMATION EWES
Onno de Boer
onno@ewes.earth
+34 627 035 564

Ferran Cardeña
ferran@ewes.earth
+34 684 458 682

“Deep roots are not reached by the frost”
J.R.R. Tolkien

